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Summary/Introduction 

Power in high-technological society (‘technociety’) means control - the ability to do or to have 
done whatever you want, by whatever means. An elaborate international power hierarchy has 
been cultivated over millennia, a means for desired policy to be handed down, delegated, and 
carried out. 

There were a number of ancient ‘cradles’ of ‘civilization’ (said to have developed 
independently), generally characterized by artificial, complex urban environments, social class 
distinctions, and materialistic obsession — Egypt, Mesopotamia, Indus Valley, China, Mexico, 
and Peru. 

The ‘cradle’ of Western ‘Civilization’ is considered to have been Athens/Greece, especially in 
philosophy and science. But techno-obsession appeared most prominently in the Western 
Euro iteration. 

The hierarchy is thought to be orchestrated from a level beyond its more ‘visible’ elements. 
One argument against this view is doubt that any group could have such broad capability. 
Another, that too many would have to be ‘in on it’  -  too many to be managed or willing at 
once, threatening exposure. These objections are misguided. 

There is insistence no ruthless, pervasive, self-interested influence exists, and that society 
muddles on unmolested. Oh, maybe minor, spurious, even significant, conspiracies. Those 
who ‘get’ the orchestration principle, however, are usually looking at the behavioral history 
and MO of a psychopathic coterie variously called the Elite, Power Elite, Global Elite, 
Illuminati, Ruling Class, Financial Elite, or Globalists. These terms mean various things to 
people. 

Discussed herein is that most major chaos - planet abuse, war, poverty, illness, oppression, 
even genocide - particularly in technologically obsessed Western civilization - has 
been deliberate policy. Once technociety was set on course, it was shaped with incremental 
developments, or ‘Elite constructs,’ to create a control system in disguise. 

Manipulation has been subtle. Constructs, even such as “think tanks” and foundations, 
seemed spontaneous, good, normal, natural, necessary, and so on, but can be elements of a 
network facilitating and increasing enslavement, leading inexorably to the global tyranny 
manifesting rapidly now in the technosphere.  
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A highly significant construct is advanced technology - powered by steam, petro, electric, or 
any combination. Other major constructs include institutionalized government (IG) per se - all 
forms, religions, and arcane legal systems. One of the  most treacherous: private banking. 

Chaos is often attributed to corporate and/or government security/intelligence operations; a 
network of players infiltrated into nations, often called the Deep State; to the international 
banking system; to a ‘cartel’ of technology-wielding oligarchs - or to all of the above. 

Those who flatly dismiss the ‘umbrella’ conspiracy may not have consulted a considerable 
body of research to see how it works. As noted, it appears to be of ancient origin, directing 
developments woven into society over time in multiple interconnected venues and on various 
levels. Done in a coordinated way, the process confers extraordinary influence and control. 

The structure allows a relative few to dominate the many - the vast majority of whom are not 
'in on it,’ and who even unwittingly exert mutual control with the pressure of ‘norms,’ induced 
beliefs and ‘what everyone knows.’ It recalls a military command - hierarchical, 
compartmentalized, need-to-know. 

In the orchestration scenario entertained herein, two terms are used: Power and Elite. 
Research suggests the Elite are royal/aristocratic, oligarchic family bloodlines whose 
genealogies are traceable to antiquity. Yet, there is evidence of a level of Power beyond. 

Individually and interactively, several tactics render the masses more easily influenced/
controlled, facilitating the global control system, the spawn of psychopathic mentality. Tactics 
that comprise a perceptual bubble engender a way of life that increases and entrenches Elite 
wealth, influence, and control. Mainly via # 4, nations are played with and against each other 
like pieces on a chessboard. Here are five to be detailed: 

1) Above all, create in wider society disempowering beliefs about the Nature of Being;  
2) Introduce chaos/problems, the proffered ‘solutions’ to which advance the Agenda; 
3) Create or/and infiltrate organizational and technological ‘constructs’ that seem 
spontaneous, good, necessary, and so on, but that control/enslave society/people in some 
way; 
4) **Infiltrate governments/agencies and key organizations with operatives conditioned in 
family upbringing and in the inner circles of a global network of secret societies; 
5) Introduce/nurture disparate beliefs, belief systems and identities, which facilitate divide-
and-conquer, e.g., ’isms’ and ‘wings’ of political parties under the same Elite influence. 

Viewing official history through the Power ‘lens’ can help reveal major deceptions, which 
sometimes come in ‘layers.’ For example, many believe America was once free, has been 
compromised, and that we must “take America back.” Can we ‘take back’ what existed only as 
induced belief? 

What if that Elite construct - IG - looked good on paper (US Constitution), but was a 
corruption intended to be further corrupted, being easily infiltrated and manipulated? Exposing 



overlaid corruptions and ‘busting’ perpetrators, but leaving the fundamental framework, 
readies the process again. 

A contrived departure from instinctive matriarchal/tribal organization and spoken traditions, IG 
is a distortion intended to be corrupted. In capitalist systems it’s ’sold’ by exploiting 
acquisitiveness, conditioned beliefs, and by managing pop-history. Primary advanced dire 
threats to planet, health and liberty include microwave radiation and wireless telecom/WFi 
systems, nanotech, Artificial Intelligence, and Internets of whatever. 

The Smartphone is becoming the essential intermediary between nanotech in the brain and AI 
orchestration. Microwave alone provides direct, one-way mind control. Phone, two-way 
communication. 

The ultimate key to freeing our collective ‘leg’ from the mind trap might be to embrace the 
‘dimension’ of Higher Consciousness — in principle if not in formal practice. But that includes 
major challenges to conventional ‘wisdom.’ Einstein commented: Reality is merely an illusion, 
albeit a very persistent one. Spiritual tradition speaks of psycho-sensory illusion. Even that we 
unconsciously participate in creating what is perceived. And that when we point the finger, 
three point back. 

Susceptibility to deprivation of personal sovereignty and liberty, with tolerance/embrace of 
serious threats to planet, life and health, suggest in the masses a collective psychospiritual 
imbalance, or form of mental illness unrecognized as such. Self destructive ways and means 
have been ‘normalized’ to achieve “prosperity” and even survival. 

Lacking a remarkable shift in mass consciousness away from material worship, toward the 
sanctity of Nature, the future looks dim for planet and humanity. From Thing-Possession 
Happiness - requiring Elite constructs such as the Earth-liquidating consumer orgy and 
“toxnology.” From the EM planet-killing variety like wireless systems. And from digitalism - 
turning life into data that can be processed by computer, for the ultimate in centralized control. 
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